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We consider the problem of existence of the diagonal representation for operators
in the space of a family of generalized coherent states associated with a unitary
irreducible representation of a~compact! Lie group. We show that necessary and
sufficient conditions for the possibility of such a representation can be obtained by
combining Clebsch–Gordan theory and the reciprocity theorem associated with
induced unitary group representations. Applications to several examples involving
SU~2!, SU~3!, and the Heisenberg–Weyl group are presented, showing that there
are simple examples of generalized coherent states which do not meet these con-
ditions. Our results are relevant for phase–space description of quantum mechanics
and quantum state reconstruction problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a long history of attempts to express the basic structure of quantum mechanic
kinematics and dynamics, in thec-number phase space language of classical mechanics. The
major step in this direction was taken by Wigner1 very early in the development of quantu
mechanics, during a study of quantum corrections to classical statistical mechanics. This led
definition of a real phase space distribution2—now called the Wigner distribution—faithfully
representing any pure or mixed state of a quantum system whose kinematics is gover
Heisenberg commutation relations for any number of Cartesian degrees of freedom. It wa
realized that this construction is dual to a rule proposed earlier by Weyl3 to map classical dynami
cal variables onto quantum mechanical operators in an unambiguous way, in the sense
expectation value of any quantum operator in any quantum state can be rewritten in a com
c-number form on the corresponding classical phase space.

The general possibilities of expressing quantum mechanical operators in classicalc-number
forms were later examined by Dirac4 while developing the analogies between classical and qu
tum mechanics. The specific case of the Weyl–Wigner correspondence was carried fur
important work by Groenewold and by Moyal.5
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Inspired by the needs of quantum optics, the general problem of setting up different cla
variable–quantum operator correspondences has received enormous attention.6 It has thus been
appreciated that the Weyl–Wigner choice is just one of many possibilities, two other impo
ones being~in the language of photon annihilation and creation operators! the normal ordering7

and the antinormal ordering8 choices.
While the harmonic oscillator coherent states, with their remarkable properties, have pla

crucial role in all these developments, the idea of coherent states itself has been extended
slightly different ways, by Klauder9 and by Perelomov,10 to the notion ofgeneralized coheren
states. A very interesting case is the family of coherent states in the context of an unitary irre
ible representation~UIR! of any Lie groupG on a Hilbert spaceH. In particular, the generalized
coherent states associated with the group SU~2!—the atomic coherent states11—have received
enormous attention. A satisfactory generalization of the concept of Wigner distribution ha
been achieved for the irreducible representations of SU~2!.12

For the purpose of the present worktwo different levels of completenessexhibited by the
harmonic oscillator coherent states should be highlighted:

~i! Completeness at the state vector level:This refers to the fact that every state vector can
written as a linear combination of the coherent states. In terms of the~rank-one! operators corre-
sponding to projections onto the coherent states, this property is expressed by saying t
identity operator can be expressed as a linear combination of these one-dimensional pro
operators. This aspect is sometimes known asresolution of unity.

~ii ! Completeness at the operator level:This refers to the remarkable fact that every opera
can be realized as a linear combination of projections onto coherent states. This property i
known as thediagonal representation theorem.7 ~The accompanying coefficient function of th
linear expansion can in general be a very singular distribution.13! This diagonal representation o
operators is dual to the normal ordering rule in the same sense as the Wigner and Weyl ru
dual to one another. We may note in passing that the diagonal representation has been ce
many developments in quantum optics and laser physics. It also plays an important role in d
what is known as the* -product for operators.14

In view of the interest in generalized coherent states, it is important to know if these
levels of completeness apply to a given system of generalized coherent states or not. The~over!
completeness property of the generalized coherent states at the state vector level usually~but not
always! follows as a direct consequence of Schur’s lemma: completeness at this level depe
whether the group representation under consideration possesses the square integrability
or not.

Completeness at the operator level—namely the question of whether the diagonal repr
tion theorem applies to a given system of generalized coherent states—turns out to be consi
more subtle. In our opinion this question has hitherto not received the direct attention t
deserves~we should, however, invite the reader’s attention to some very insightful remark
Klauder and Skagerstam on this question15!.

In an important recent work, Brif and Mann16 have carried out extensive harmonic analysis
the space of rank-one projections onto a system of generalized coherent states. However,
not study the question of which systems of generalized coherent states admit a diagonal re
tation for operators and which do not. Indeed, they give no indication that there can be
simple systems of generalized coherent states for which the diagonal representation theore
not apply—in the sense that there exist operators which cannot be written as linear combin
of rank-one projection operators over these coherent states.

The main aim of the present paper is to examine in detail the question of completeness
operator level and to develop necessary and sufficient conditions which will ensure that a
erators on the~relevant! Hilbert space can indeed be expanded in terms of projections onto
generalized coherent states. The non-triviality of this question renders some amount of care
delicate analysis indispensable, but we would like to assure the reader that the effort is so r
ing as to give a complete answer to an issue of considerable physical importance.

For definiteness we deal with the situation where the groupG is compact, so that its chose
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UIR acts on a Hilbert spaceH of finite dimension.~However in some of the examples we formal
extend our methods to certain noncompactG.) The important tools in our analysis are the we
known reciprocity theorem when one examines an induced representation ofG17 arising from
some UIR of a subgroupH,G and asks for the occurrence and multiplicity of various UIR’s
G itself; and the structure of the Clebsch–Gordan series and coefficients for direct produ
UIR’s of G, in a form adapted toH. We will show that while the necessary and sufficie
conditions mentioned above are met in certain cases of SU~2! and the Heisenberg–Weyl~HW!
group, there are quite simple examples in the cases of SU~2! and SU~3! where they are not
satisfied. This will attest to the necessity and significance of the conditions that we develo

The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In Sec. II we set up the basic no
and definitions of generalized coherent states within a UIR of a general compact Lie groupG, the
two associated stability groups and coset spaces, and carry out the harmonic analysis at th
level. The two distinct kinds of relationships between the stability groups are also car
defined. Section III discusses the detailed properties of the projection operators onto the g
ized coherent states, and performs the corresponding harmonic analysis. Using these an
results pertaining to the Clebsch–Gordan problem, we are able to obtain explicit necessa
sufficient conditions for existence of the diagonal representation in any given situation. In S
we consider applications to both SU~2! and SU~3!, taking three examples in each case. The aim
to show how to check our conditions in practical cases, and to exhibit some simple situ
where the diagonal representation exists, and other equally simple ones where it does not.
V analyzes the Heisenberg–Weyl group in a heuristic way, to display how our conditions
and lead to expected results. Section VI contains concluding remarks. Appendixes A and B
material on general Clebsch–Gordan series and coefficients, unit tensor operators, induce
sentation theory and the reciprocity theorem, for the convenience of the reader and to
notations.

II. HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON COSET SPACES—THE VECTOR LEVEL

Let G be ann-dimensional compact Lie group. As described in Appendix A, we denote
various UIR’s~upto equivalence! of G by a symbolJ; within a UIR we denote a complete set o
orthonormal basis labels~magnetic quantum numbers! by M . Both J andM stand in general for
sets of several independent indices. Certain specific choices of the latter will be indicated

Let the Hilbert spaceH (J0) carry theNJ0
-dimensional UIRD (J0)(•) of G. Choose and keep

fixed some fiducial unit vectorc0 P H (J0). The orbit of c0 is the collection of vectors—
generalized coherent states—c(g) P H (J0) obtained by acting onc0 with all g P G:

q~c0!5$c~g!5D (J0)~g!c0 u g P G%,H (J0) . ~2.1!

Similarly, if r05c0c0
† is the pure state density matrix corresponding toc0 , its orbit in the space

of all density matrices is

q~r0!5$r~g!5D (J0)~g!r0 D (J0)~g!†5c~g!c~g!† u g P G% . ~2.2!

Two important subgroupsH0 ,H in G are now defined

H05$g P G u D (J0)~g!c05c0%,G,
~2.3!

H5$g P G u D (J0)~g!c05~phase! c0%,G .

The dependences ofH0 ,H on c0 are left implicit. The subgroupH0 is the stability group ofc0 in
the strict sense, whileH is the stability group ofc0 upto phase factors. On the other hand,H is the
stability group ofr0 in the strict sense:

H5$g P G u r~g!5r0%,G . ~2.4!
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By standard arguments one has the identifications of the two orbits with corresponding
spaces ofG:

q~c0!.G/H05S0,
~2.5!

q~r0!.G/H5S.

For definiteness we always take coset spaces to be made up of right cosetsgH0 ,gH in the two
cases.

It is evident thatH0 is an invariant subgroup ofH, and we can distinguish two qualitativel
different situations depending on the nature of the quotientH/H0 :

case A: H/H05trivial or discrete ,
~2.6!

case B: H/H05U~1! .

These two possibilities can be pictured as follows: There is an obvious and natural projectio
p:q(c0)→q(r0) or p:S0→S. ~SinceH0 is a subgroup ofH, everyH0-coset lies within some
H-coset.! With respect to this projection map, in case A for eachr P q(r0), there is just one or
a discrete set of vectorsc P p21(r),q(c0); while in case Bp21(r) consists of all vectors
$eiac% for some fixedc and 0<a,2p. Stated in yet another manner: in case A with the help
action by elements inG the phase ofc0 @and so of anyc(g)] can be altered in only a discrete s
of ways or not at all; and in case B these phases can be altered in a continuous manner,
eachp21(r) contains a ‘‘U~1!-worth of vectors.’’

We now wish to exploit the results of harmonic analysis arising from the natural UR’sG
acting on square integrable functions on the two coset spacesS0 ,S in order to extract theG
representation contents ofc(g),r(g), respectively. The key point is that while bothc(g) and
r(g) have already known dependences ong, since they are obtained fromc0 and r0 , respec-
tively, by actions via the given UIRD (J0) of G @and in particularc(g) for differentg may not be
orthogonal,r(g) for different g may not be trace orthogonal#, they are linear quantities. Namel
each of them belongs to a corresponding linear space. Therefore natural complete orthonorm
of functions onS0 ,S can be profitably used to project out the irreducible Fourier componen
c(g),r(g), respectively, with well defined irreducible behaviors underG, and then to resynthe
size them. In the remainder of this section we look at the case ofc(g), i.e., we consider the
situation at the vector level. In the following section we take up the case ofr(g) at the operator
level.

We have seen that the two distinct possibilities for the quotientH/H0 are given by Eq.~2.6!.
For simplicity in case A we limit ourselves toH5H0 , i.e., we will hereafter consider just tw
possibilities:

case „a…: H5H0 ;
~2.7!

case „b…: H/H05U~1! .

In case~b! we haveH.H03U(1) apart possibly for some global identification rules. The int
mediate case ofH/H0 discrete nontrivial can be handled by straightforward modifications of
analysis to follow. In case~a! the coset spacesS0 ,S coincide; and the harmonic analysis to b
now developed for functions onS to studyc(g) can later be used to studyr(g). In case~b!, since
H is larger thanH0 by exactly one U~1! angle, the coset spaceS0 is also larger thanS by ~locally!
one angle variable in the range~0,2p!. Whereas forc(g) we can use the results of harmon
analysis arising from appropriate UR’s ofG on S0 or onS, for r(g) we have to use the results o
S alone. At this point, focusing onc(g) we divide the discussion into cases~a! and ~b!.
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A. Harmonic analysis in case „a…: HÄH0

With respect toH,G the significant information available about the properties of the ge
alized coherent state vectorsc(g) P q(c0) can be summarized as follows:

h P H: D (J0)~h!c05c0 ,

c~g!5D (J0)~g!c0 ,
~2.8!

c~gh!5c~g! ,

D (J0)~g8!c~g!5c~g8g! .

Let us denote a general point onS, a generalH-coset, byq5gH. The identity coseteH5H is the
distinguished originq0 P S. A generalg8 P G mapsq to q85g8q. Also denote by,(q) P G a
~local! choice of coset representativesS→G:

q P S→,~q! P G: ,~q!q05q . ~2.9!

~In general, considering thatG is a principal fiber bundle overS as base andH as fiber and
structure group, such coset representatives are definable only locally, and not in a globally s
way; however these aspects involving domains of definition and overlap transition function
be taken care of suitably.! Then the independent information contained in the vectorsc(g) can be
reexpressed as follows:

c0~q!5c~,~q!! , c0~q0!5c0 ,
~2.10!

D (J0)~g!c0~q!5c~g ,~q!!5c~,~gq!!5c0~gq! .

Based on these relationships we set up a UR ofG on functions onS in this manner. The Hilbert
space of the UR is

L2~S,C!5H f ~q! P C U E
S
dm~q!u f ~q!u2,`J . ~2.11!

Heredm(q) is theG-invariant integration volume element onS,dm(gq)5dm(q); in the case of
compactG andH we assume it is normalized to unit total volume forS. On these~scalar valued!
functions f (q) we define the action ofG by unitary operatorsU(g):

~U~g! f !~q!5 f ~g21q! . ~2.12!

It is now recognized that we have here the URD (ind,0) of G induced from the identity or trivial
one-dimensional UIR ofH, as described in Appendix B, Eq.~B4!. ~The superscript 0 is a reminde
that the induction is from the trivial representation ofH.) As explained there, by the well-know
reciprocity theorem this URD (ind,0) of G contains a general UIRD (J) of G as many times as the
latter contains the trivial one-dimensional UIR ofH. To make this quite explicit, at this point w
choose the magnetic quantum numberM within UIR’s of G to consist of a tripleM5m j m:
herem is a multiplicity label for UIR’s ofH, j is a label for UIR’s ofH, andm is a magnetic
quantum number within thej th UIR of H. ~As with J andM , here tooj andm in general stand
for sets of several quantum numbers each.! Then the general matrix element within theJth UIR of
G appears, adapted toH, as

D MM8
(J)

~g!5D m jm,m8 j 8m8
(J)

~g! . ~2.13!

With this information we have the result that a complete orthonormal basis for the Hilbert s
L2(S,C) is given by
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Ym jm
(Jl)~q!5NJ

1/2D m jm,l00
(J) ~,~q!!,

~2.14!
Ym jm

(Jl)~q0!5NJ
1/2dlmd j 0dm0.

~Here againj 5m50 corresponds to the identity UIR ofH.) We can say that there are as ma
independent spherical harmonics onS of representation typeJ asD (J) containsH-scalar states,
andl counts this multiplicity. The basic properties of these functions are

Ym jm
(Jl)~gq!5 (

m8 j 8m8
D m jm,m8 j 8m8

(J)
~g!Ym8 j 8m8

(Jl)
~q!,

E
S
dm~q!Ym8 j 8m8

(J8l8)
~q!* Ym jm

(Jl)~q!5dJ8Jdl8ldm8md j 8 jdm8m, ~2.15!

(
Jlm jm

Ym jm
(Jl)~q!Ym jm

(Jl)~q8!* 5d~q8,q! .

In the last completeness relation we have the Dirac delta function onS with respect to the volume
elementdm(q).

Now we use the above tools to perform the harmonic analysis ofc0(q). The results, as may
be expected, will be simple, but the pattern for the later treatment ofr(g) will be set. Let us
denote an orthonormal basis forH (J0), adapted toH, by Cm jm

(J0) ,

D (J0)~g!Cm jm
(J0)

5 (
m8 j 8m8

D
m8 j 8m8,m jm

(J0)
~g!C

m8 j 8m8

(J0)
,

~2.16!

C
m8 j 8m8

(J0)†
Cm jm

(J0)
5dm8md j 8 jdm8m.

Sincec0 is anH-invariant vector inH (J0), it follows that the UIRD (J0) of G contains at least one
H-scalar state. Let us for simplicity choosec0 to be the one corresponding to the multiplicity lab
m having the value unity

c05C100
(J0) . ~2.17!

Then the generalized coherent statesc(g), and hencec0(q), can be written out in explicit detail

c~g!5D (J0)~g!c05(
m jm

D m jm,100
(J0)

~g!Cm jm
(J0) ,

~2.18!

c0~q!5c~,~q!!5NJ0

21/2(
m jm

Ym jm
(J0,1)

~q!Cm jm
(J0) .

We see that the Fourier coefficients ofc0(q) are very simple:

E
S
dm~q!Ym jm

(Jl)~q!* c0~q!5NJ0

21/2dJJ0
dl,1Cm jm

(J0) . ~2.19!

This is as expected, and the expansion ofc0(q) in the complete set$Ym jm
(Jl)(q)% gives back the

second of Eq.~2.18!.
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B. Harmonic analysis in case „b…: H¶H0ÃU„1…

Now H0 andH are distinct. The results expressed in Eqs.~2.18! and~2.19! remain valid and
adequate as far as the harmonic analysis ofc(g) or c0(q) is concerned; we must just imagineH
and S replaced throughout byH0 and S0 in the case~a! analysis. However since the large
subgroupH is now available, we outline the kind of induced UR ofG we would have to set up on
functions on the smaller coset spaceS5G/H, suitable for the harmonic analysis ofc(g) if one so
wished.

With respect toH.H03U(1),G, in contrast to the previous Eq.~2.8!, we can now say the
following about the family of generalized coherent states:

h P H: D (0)~h!c05eiw(h)c0,

w~h21!52w~h!,

w~h!50 for h P H0 , ~2.20!

c~gh!5eiw(h)c~g!,

D (J0)~g8!c~g!5c~g8g!.

~The last statement here is the same as before.! Now let us denote a generalH-coset, a point ofS,
by r 5gH. ~SinceH0ÞH, the symbolq has been used up to label points ofS0 .) The identity
coseteH5H is the distinguished originr 0 P S; andg8 P G mapsr to r 85g8r . In local coor-
dinates, the pointq P S0 ~the larger coset space! is a pair, q5(r ,a) where r P S and a
P @0,2p) is the U~1! angle. Now let,(r ) P G be a choice of~local! coset representativesS
→G:

r P S→,~r ! P G: ,~r !r 05r . ~2.21!

Then the information~2.20! about the generalized coherent statesc(g) gets expressed in this way

c̃0~r !5c~,~r !! , c̃0~r 0!5c0,
~2.22!

D (J0)~g!c̃0~r !5D (J0)~g,~r !!c05D (J0)~,~gr !,~gr !21g,~r !!c05eiw(,(gr)21g,(r ))c̃0~gr !.

The characteristic difference compared to Eq.~2.10!, namely the presence of the nontrivial pha
factor, is to be noted. This means that for analyzingc(g) in this setting we must construct a U
of G on square integrable functions overS involving a nontrivial multiplier. The Hilbert space of
this representation is@for simplicity we use the same symbolf as in Eq.~2.11!#:

L2~S,C!5H f ~r ! P C U E
S
dn~r !u f ~r !u2,`J , ~2.23!

wheredn(r )5dn(gr) is the G-invariant normalized volume element onS. @Therefore locally
dm(q)5 (1/2p) dn(r )da.] On suchf (r ) we set up a URŨ(g) of G as follows:

~ Ũ~g! f !~r !5eiw(,(r )21g ,(g21r )) f ~g21r ! . ~2.24!

This is recognized to be the UR ofG induced from the nontrivial one-dimensional UIReiw(h) of
H, in which H0 is represented trivially. One can now proceed with the harmonic analysis ofc(g)
in which the subgroupH plays the key role, by starting from an orthonormal basis forH (J0)

adapted toH rather than merely toH0 . However as we have already performed the harmo
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analysis ofc(g) with respect to its strict stability subgroupH0 , we do not pursue case~b! for
c(g) any further; these additional details will become relevant in the next section, and w
spelt out there.

III. HARMONIC ANALYSIS FOR THE PROJECTIONS

When we turn to an analysis of the projection operatorsr(g)5c(g)c(g)† we see that in both
cases~a! and ~b! the analysis must be based on the strict stability groupH of r0 , and therefore
with the appropriate induced UR ofG on functions overS. ~Thus uniformly the vector leve
analysis is better done usingH0 , and the operator level analysis usingH, whatever the relation-
ship betweenH0 andH may be.! The results of the harmonic analysis are now not as simple a
c(g) in Eqs.~2.18! and ~2.19!. We now treat the details as far as possible parallel to the dis
sions in the preceding section, first for case~a! and then for case~b!.

A. Projection operators in case „a…

The basic facts about the family of projection operatorsr(g) are, in the pattern of Eqs.~2.8!
and ~2.20!,

h P H: D (J0)~h!r0D (J0)~h!†5r0,

r~g!5D (J0)~g!r0D (J0)~g!†,
~3.1!

r~gh!5r~g!,

D (J0)~g8!r~g!D (J0)~g8!†5r~g8g!.

Using the notations for the coset spaceS5G/H already introduced in the preceding section und
case~a!, and the coset representatives,(q) in Eq. ~2.9!, we can express the content of Eqs.~3.1!
as follows:

r0~q!5r~,~q!! , r0~q0!5r0,
~3.2!

D (J0)~g!r0~q!D (J0)~g!†5r~g,~q!!5r~,~gq!!5r0~gq! .

For the harmonic analysis ofr(g) or r0(q) we therefore set up onL2(S,C), by Eq. ~2.12!, the
induced URD (ind,0)(g)5U(g) of G just as was done forc(g) in case~a!. The UIR contents of
this UR are as described in the preceding section. A complete orthonormal basis is provid
Eqs.~2.14! with the properties~2.15!; so the UIRD (J) of G is present as many times as it contai
H-scalar states, and the indexl counts this multiplicity.

We can now project out the Fourier coefficientsrm jm
Jl of r(g) as operators acting onH (J0):

rm jm
Jl 5E

S
dm~q!Ym jm

(Jl)~q!* r0~q! . ~3.3!

On the one hand, combined use of Eqs.~2.15! and~3.2! and unitarity ofD (J) leads to the expected
tensor operator behavior:

D (J0)~g!rm jm
Jl D (J0)~g!†5 (

m8 j 8m8
D m8 j 8m8,m jm

(J)
~g!rm8 j 8m8

Jl . ~3.4!

On the other hand, the completeness relation in Eq.~2.15! gives

r0~q!5 (
Jlm jm

Ym jm
(Jl)~q!rm jm

Jl , ~3.5!
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while of courser(g) for generalg is obtained by going to theH coset ofg:

g5,~q!h, q P S , h P H: r~g!5r0~q! . ~3.6!

However all this by no means implies that all the operatorsrm jm
Jl are nonvanishing. What is clea

is that the UIR’sJ of G that appear as tensor operators in the harmonic analysis ofr(g) ~and their
corresponding multiplicities! must be some subset of the spectrum of UIR’s ofG that are known
to be contained in the induced URD (ind,0)[U(•), as dictated by the reciprocity theorem. Inde
one can see immediately that, whenG andH are both compact andG/H is nontrivial, H (J0) is
finite dimensional whereasD (ind,0) is infinite dimensional; therefore only a finite subset of t
rm jm

Jl can be nonzero.
To pin down further the tensor operatorsrm jm

Jl we relate them directly to the fiducial vecto
c0 P H (J0) and to the generalized coherent statesc(g). We have introduced in Eq.~2.16! the
orthonormal basisCm jm

(J0) for H (J0) adapted toH, and in Eq.~2.17! we have identifiedc0 to be

C100
(J0) . This has given the explicit expressions~2.18! for c(g) and c0(q). Combining these

various results and also using Eq.~2.14! we see that the integrand on the right-hand side in
~3.3! is

Ym jm
(Jl)~q!* r0~q!5NJ

1/2 (
m8 j 8m8
m9 j 9m9

C
m8 j 8m8

(J0)
C

m9 j 9m9

(J0)†

3 D
m8 j 8m8,100

(J0)
~,~q!! D

m9 j 9m9,100

(J0)
~,~q!!* D m jm,l00

(J) ~,~q!!* . ~3.7!

For the product of the twoD* matrix elements we have the Clebsch–Gordan decomposition g
in Eq. ~A7! involving the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients ofG adapted toH:

D
m9 j 9m9,100

(J0)
~,~q!!* D m jm,l00

(J) ~,~q!!*

5 (
J8L
nkn

n8k8n8

D n8k8n8,nkn
(J8)

~,~q!!* C
m9 j 9m9

J0
m jm
J

n8k8n8
J8L * C100

J0
l00
J

nkn
J8L

5 (
J8Ln

n8k8n8

NJ8
21/2 C

m9 j 9m9

J0
m jm
J

n8k8n8
J8L * C100

J0
l00
J

n00
J8L Yn8k8n8

(J8n)
~q!* , ~3.8!

since the second Clebsch–Gordan coefficient shows that in the sums overk and n only k5n
50 survives. Putting~3.8! into ~3.3! and carrying out the integration we get the result

rm jm
Jl 5

NJ
1/2

NJ0

(
L

C100
J0

l00
J

100
J0L (

m8 j 8m8
m9 j 9m9

C
m9 j 9m9

J0
m jm
J

m8 j 8m8

J0L * C
m8 j 8m8

(J0)
C

m9 j 9m9

(J0)†

. ~3.9!

The sum over the outer products of the elements of the basis forH (J0) reproduces exactly theLth
unit tensor of rankJ on H (J0), as given in Eq.~A.12!. Thus we have the final result

rm jm
Jl 5

NJ
1/2

NJ0

(
L

C100
J0

l00
J

100
J0L Um jm

JL . ~3.10!

We immediately see that a necessary condition forrm jm
Jl to be nonzero is that the UIRD (J) must

occur in the direct productD J03D (J0)* , which is of course reasonable.
It is also evident that a certain rectangular matrix for eachJ, made up of specific Clebsch

Gordan coefficients, plays an important role here. We may write~3.10! as
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rm jm
Jl 5(

L
plL

(J) Um jm
JL ,

~3.11!

plL
(J) 5

NJ
1/2

NJ0

C100
J0

l00
J

100
J0L .

The row indexl gives the multiplicity of occurrence ofH-scalar states within the UIRD (J) of G,
while the column indexL ~which has no reference toH) gives the multiplicity of occurrence o
D (J0) in the decomposition of the productD (J0)3D (J). The necessary and sufficient conditions,
case~a!, for being able to express every operatorA on H (J0) as an integral over the projection
r(g) or r0(q), namely, as

A5E
S
dm~q! a~q! r0~q! , ~3.12!

for somec-number functiona(q) depending linearly onA, are now clear. We know in advanc
that the set of unit tensor operatorsUm jm

JL , with spectrum ofJL values completely and directly
determined byD (J0) with no reference to the subgroupH, form a complete trace orthogonal set
operators onH (J0). Given the relations~3.11! for eachJ expressing the Fourier coefficients o
r0(q) in terms of these unit tensors, we must be able to invert these relations and expres
Um jm

JL as aL-dependent linear combination overl of therm jm
Jl . Thus the necessary and sufficie

conditions are as follows.
~i! Each UIRD (J) of G contained in the product URD (J0)3D (J0)* with some multiplicity

must also occur in the URD (ind,0) of G induced from the identity UIR ofH, with the same or
higher multiplicity.

~ii ! For each suchD (J), the rectangular matrixp (J) in ~3.11! must have at least as many row
as it has columns, and it must be of maximal rank, namely equal to the number of column

B. Projection operators in case „b…

The main complication now is thatc0 and r0 have different strict stability groups. W
therefore have to unavoidably introduce extra quantum numbers in the state labels to take a
of the structureH.U(1)3H0 . Further in carrying out harmonic analyses overS5G/H, we must
use two different sets of complete orthonormal spherical harmonics, one appropriate forc(g) and
another~simpler! one forr(g). The increase in index structure inD-functions,Y-functions, and
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients are all inevitable.

A general elementh P H is a pair h5(eia,h0) where a P@0,2p) and h0 P H0 ~subject
possibly to some global identification rules!. The labelj for a general UIR ofH is also a pairj
5(y, j 0) wherey P Z is the U~1! quantum number andj 0 labels a UIR ofH0 ~again herey and
j 0 may be constrained in some way!. Within the UIR j 0 of H0 we have as before an interna
magnetic quantum numberm. Therefore in a basis adapted toH the matrix elements in the UIR
D (J) of G look like

D MM8
(J)

~g!5D my j0m,m8y8 j
08m8

(J)
~g! , ~3.13!

with the indexm counting the number of times the UIRj [(y, j 0) of H is present, etc. Corre
spondingly we have an orthonormal basisCmy j0m

(J0) for H (J0) with the transformation law

D (J0)~g!Cmy j0m
(J0)

5 (
m8y8 j 08m8

D
m8y8 j

08m8,my j0m

(J0)
~g! C

m8y8 j
08m8

(J0)
. ~3.14!
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With no loss of generality we can assume that the fiducial vectorc0 , invariant underH0 but
changing under the U~1! part of H, carries the U~1! quantum numbery51, and is the first such
state in the case of multiplicity,

c05C1100
(J0) . ~3.15!

This replaces Eq.~2.17!. For the generalized coherent state we have from Eq.~3.14! and~3.15!, as
replacement for Eq.~2.18!:

c~g!5D (J0)~g!C1100
(J0)

5 (
my j0m

D my j0m,1100
(J0)

~g! Cmy j0m
(J0) . ~3.16!

For points of the coset spaceS and coset representatives we use the notationsr ,,(r ) already
introduced in Sec. II under case~b!. Now as was mentioned earlier, onS we have to employ two
different complete orthonormal sets of functions, one to handlec0(r ) and the other to handle
r0(r ). This is because two different induced UR’s ofG are involved—in thec case it is the UR
D (ind,10) induced from the nontrivial one-dimensional UIRj 5(1,0) of H as described in Eq
~2.24!; in the r case it is the URD (ind,00) induced from the trivial one-dimensional UIRj
5(00) of H, analogous to Eq.~2.12!. The two systems of complete orthonormal spherical h
monics onS are

D (ind,10): Ỹmy j0m
(J,l) ~r !5NJ

1/2 D my j0m,l100
(J) ~,~r !! , ~3.17a!

D (ind,00): Ymy j0m
(J,l) ~r !5NJ

1/2 D my j0m,l000
(J) ~,~r !! . ~3.17b!

We must appreciate that the spectrum of (J,l) values present in the two cases may be differe
even though each set by itself is orthonormal and complete overS with respect to the measur
d n(r ). The transformation properties underG action, orthonormality and completeness relatio
in each case are analogous to Eq.~2.15! and need not be repeated.

Equations~3.1! continue to hold, while we replace Eq.~3.2! and the second of Eq.~2.18! by

r0~r !5r~,~r !!5c̃0~r !c̃0~r !†,

r0~r 0!5r0 ,
~3.18!

D (J0)~g!r0~r !D (J0)~g!†5r0~gr ! ,

c̃0~r !5c~,~r !!5 (
my j0m

D my j0m,1100
(J0)

~,~r !! Cmy j0m
(J0)

5NJ0

21/2 (
my j0m

Ỹmy j0m
(J0,1)

~r !Cmy j0m
(J0) .

The pattern of calculations from here onwards is similar to case~a!. We define the Fourier
coefficients of the projection operatorsr0(r ) with respect to the basis~3.17b! as

rmy j0m
Jl 5E

S
dn~r ! Ymy j0m

(J,l) ~r !* r0~r ! ,

r0~r !5 (
Jlmy j0m

Ymy j0m
(J,l) ~r ! rmy j0m

Jl , ~3.19!

D (J0)~g! rmy j0m
Jl D (J0)~g!†5 (

m8y8 j 08m8
D m8y8 j

08m8,my j0m
(J)

~g! rm8y8 j
08m8

Jl
.
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We then use Eq.~3.18! to directly relatermy j0m
Jl to outer products of the basis vectors ofH (J0), and

then to the complete set of unit tensors onH (J0). Skipping the intermediate steps, the final res
replacing Eq.~3.11! in case~a! is

rmy j0m
Jl 5(

L
plL

(J) Umy j0m
JL ,

plL
(J) 5

NJ
1/2

NJ0

C1100
J0

l000
J

1100
J0L , ~3.20!

Umy j0m
JL 5 (

m8y8 j 08m8

m9y9 j 09m9

C
m9y9 j

09m9

J0
my j0m
J

m8y8 j
08m8

J0L
* C

m8y8 j
08m8

(J0)
C

m9y9 j
09m9

(J0)†

.

@For simplicity we have used the same symbolsp,U here as in case~a!#. The necessary and
sufficient conditions to be able to express any operatorA on H (J0) as an integral over the
projectionsr(g)5c(g)c(g)† are now seen to read the same as in case~a!, except that the family
of rectangular matricesp (J) is specified in a different manner, and in condition~i! we have to read
D (ind,00) in place ofD (ind,0). For complete clarity, we state the two conditions explicitly:~i! Each
UIR D (J) of G contained in the product URD (J0)3D (J0)* of G with some multiplicity must also
occur in the URD (ind,00) of G induced from the identity UIR ofH.U(1)3H0 , with the same or
higher multiplicity.~ii ! For each suchD (J), the rectangular matrixp (J) in ~3.20! must have at leas
as many rows as it has columns, and it must be of maximal rank, namely equal to the num
columns.

In concluding this section we point out that we have made convenient choices of the vecc0

in terms of a basis inH (J0), and this must be kept in mind since expressions for stand
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients where available may differ from the ones needed in~3.11! and
~3.20!.

IV. APPLICATIONS TO SU „2… AND SU„3…

As examples of the criteria developed in the last section for the existence of the dia
coherent state representation for operators~in short, diagonal representation!, we consider here
some illustrative instances involving the simplest compact groups SU~2! and SU~3!. Since the
representation theory of these groups, their Clebsch–Gordan series and@at least for SU~2!# the
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients are all well known, we describe very briefly the main featur
each case considered. One point worth repeating is that the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients
appear in the criteria for existence of the diagonal representation through the matricesp (J) are
generally noncanonical. We must bear in mind the use of bases for UIR’s ofG adapted to the
subgroupH determined byc0 , and the identifications ofc0 in Eqs.~3.15! and~2.17!. We look at
three SU~2! cases and three SU~3! cases to illustrate the ideas.

A. SU„2… Examples

With G5SU(2), theClebsch–Gordan series multiplicity labelL is absent, so we can setL
51 everywhere. The UIR labelJ has values 0,1/2,1,... withH (J) being of dimensionNJ5(2J
11). We denote the generators byT1 ,T2 ,T3 . In discussing stability subgroups we pay attenti
only to the components continuously connected to the identity.

Example 1:AssumeJ0>1, and takec0 to be a generic vector inH (J0), not an eigenvector of
n̂•T for any n̂ P S2. Independently ofc0 , the spectrum of unit tensor operators onH (J0) is J
50,1,2,...,2J0 , once each. The stability groups areH05H5$e%, so we have case~a!. The orbits
q(c0),q(r0) and the two coset spacesS0 ,S all coincide with SU~2! @or may be S0~3!# and are
all three dimensional. SinceH is trivial, it has only the trivial one-dimensional UIR, so th
induced representationD (ind,0) of SU~2! is the regular representationD (reg). The spectrum and
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multiplicity of UIR’s present here isJ50,1/2,1,...,`, D (J) occurring (2J11) times. Therefore
condition~i! for case~a! is obeyed. Turning to condition~ii !, any basisCm

(J) ,m51,2,...,2J11, in
H (J) is anH-adapted basis andm is a multiplicity label. We takec05C1

(J0) in H (J), assuming for
definiteness that in eachH (J) we have a noncanonical basis~not eigenvectors ofT3). The matrices
plL

(J) of Eq. ~3.11! are column vectors with (2J11) rows:

pl1
(J)5

A2J11

2J011
C1

J0
l
J

1
J0 , l51,2,...,2J11. ~4.1!

~We emphasize these are not the usual Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.! For eachJ50,1,...,2J0 in
the generic case we can expect this to be nonzero at least for one value ofl, as no particular
symmetries or selection rules are operative. So condition~ii ! also holds, and the diagonal repr
sentation exists.

Example 2:AssumeJ0 is an integer>1, and takec0 to be the eigenvector ofT3 with
eigenvalueM050, i.e., in the canonical basis,c05C0

(J0) . Again the spectrum of unit tenso
operators onH (J0) is J50,1,2,...,2J0 , once each. The stability groups areH05H5U(1) gener-
ated byT3 , so we have case~a! again. Now we use the canonical basisCM

(J) in everyH (J), as it
is adapted toH; the multiplicity labelsl, m are not needed, and can all be set equal to unity.
orbits q(c0),q(r0) and the coset spacesS0 ,S all coincide with SU(2)/U(1)5S2, and are all
two dimensional. The induced URD (ind,0) of SU~2! is the helicity zero UR acting on functions o
S2, and this contains the UIR’sJ50,1,2,...,`, once each; thus condition~i! is obeyed. Turning to
condition ~ii !, for eachJ50,1,...,2J0 we have a single numberp11

(J) to examine, and it is the
canonical Clebsch–Gordan coefficient

p11
(J)5

A2J11

2J011
C0

J0
0
J

0
J0 . ~4.2!

But it is known that this vanishes forJ51,3,...,2J021, hence condition~ii ! is not obeyed, and the
diagonal representation does not exist. This interesting situation was indeed noted by Klaud
Skagerstam a long time ago,15 for the caseJ051.

Example 3:Take anyJ0>1/2, andc0 to be an eigenvector ofT3 in H (J0) with eigenvalue
M0Þ0. Thus in the canonical basis we havec05CM0

(J0) , uM0u.0. The spectrum of unit tensors o

H (J0) is J50,1,...,2J0 ; while the stability subgroups areH05$e%,H5U(1) generated byT3 ,
leading to case~b!. In eachH (J) we can use the canonical basis, and the labelsl, m, are not
needed. The orbitq(c0) and the coset spaceS0 are three dimensional, whileq(r0) andS areS2

as in example 2. The induced UR of SU~2! to be used forr(g),D (ind,00) is again the helicity zero
UR on functions onS2, with the UIR spectrumJ50,1,2,...,`, once each. So condition~i! of case
~b! is obeyed. ForJ50,1,...,2J0 we have to now examine the canonical Clebsch-Gordan co
cient @see Eq.~3.20!#,

p11
(J)5

A2J11

2J011
CM0 0 M0

J0 J J0 , ~4.3!

and as this is nonzero ifM0Þ0, condition~ii ! is obeyed and the diagonal representation exis
In these three SU~2! examples, condition~i! was always obeyed; while in example 2 alo

condition~ii ! was violated. Now we look at three SU~3! examples, in one of which even conditio
~i! fails.

B. SU„3… Examples

With G5SU(3), theClebsch–Gordan series multiplicity labelL is generally necessary. Th
UIR’s are labeled by a pair of independent integers,J5(p,q), with H (p,q), having dimension
N(p,q)5

1
2(p11)(q11)(p1q12). We will throughout use the canonical basis within ea
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H (p,q), labeled by the quantum numbersI ,I 3 ,Y of the isospin SU~2! and hypercharge U~1!
subgroups of SU~3!. We will be using two subgroups, namely U(1)3U(1) and U~2!. The corre-
sponding induced UIR’s of SU~3!, arising from the trivial UIR’s of these subgroups, have t
following contents as deduced from the reciprocity theorem:

D U(1)3U(1)
(ind,0) 5 (

p,q50
p5q mod 3

`

% np,q D (p,q),

np,q5~p11,q11!,; ~4.4a!

D U(2)
(ind,0)5 (

p50

`

% D (p,p) . ~4.4b!

We takeJ05(1,1) corresponding to the eight-dimensional octet or adjoint representation fo
first two examples. The spectrum of unit tensor operators onH (1,1) is known to be

~p,q!5~0,0!, ~1,1!, ~1,1!, ~3,0!, ~0,3!, ~2,2! . ~4.5!

We look at two choices ofc0 .
Example 4:Take c05C100

(1,1) . ThenH05H5U(1)3U(1) and we have case~a!. In the ca-
nonical basisC I I 3Y

(p,q) for UIR’s of SU~3!, I 3 andY determine a~one-dimensional! UIR of H, so I

is the multiplicity labell, m,... of the general formalism. From Eq.~4.4a! we see thatD U(1)3U(1)
(ind,0)

contains~0,0! once,~1,1! twice, ~3,0! and ~0,3! once each, and~2,2! three times. Condition~i! is
then obeyed. Turning to condition~ii !, for each of the (p,q) pairs listed in Eq.~4.5! we must
examine the matrixplL

(J) 5p IL
(p,q) . These involve quite simple Clebsch–Gordan coefficients

SU~3!, which in turn are Clebsch–Gordan coefficients of SU~2! times so-called isoscalar factor
We have the following results:

~p,q!5~0,0!: p0,1
(0,0)51/8, ~4.6a!

~p,q!5~1,1!: p (1,1)5
1

A8
S C100

8
000
8

100
8,1 C100

8
000
8

100
8,2

C100
8

100
8

100
8,1 C100

8
100
8

100
8,2 D 5

1

A8
S 1/A5 0

0 0
D , ~4.6b!

~p,q!5~3,0! or ~0,3!: p1,1
(3,0) or (0,3)5

A10

8
C100

8
100
10 or 10*

100
8 5

A10

8

A30

15
C0 0 0

1 1 150,

~4.6c!

~p,q!5~2,2!: p (2,2)5~p I ,1
(2,2)!5

A27

8 S C100
8

000
27

100
8

C100
8

100
27

100
8

C100
8

200
27

100
8
D 5

A27

8 S 2A5/45

0

2A10

9
C0 0 0

1 2 1D . ~4.6d!

We see that condition~ii ! fails for (p,q)5(1,1),(3,0),(0,3), so the diagonal representation d
not exist. It is noteworthy that in some cases we have the vanishing of the iso-scalar factor,
other cases of the multiplying SU~2! coefficient.

Example 5:Takec05C000
(1,1) . Again, asH05H5U(2), wehave case~a!. But now when we

examine the contents ofD U(2)
(ind,0) in Eq. ~4.4b!, we see that the UIR~1,1! occurs just once, while

~3,0! and ~0,3! are both absent. This means that even condition~i! is not satisfied, and so th
diagonal representation does not exist.
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Example 6:For the final SU~3! example, we choose the UIRJ05(3,0) with NJ0
510. The

fiducial statec0 is taken to be the SU~2! scalar state with canonical quantum numbersI I 3 Y
50,0,22:

c05C0022
(3,0) . ~4.7!

@This is equivalent via an SU~3! transformation to choosing the highest weight stateC3/2 3/2 1
(3,0) .]

The corresponding stability groups are

H0 5 SU~2! , H 5 U~2!, ~4.8!

so this is an instance of case~b!. The spectrum of unit tensors onH (3,0) is determined by the
Clebsch–Gordan series for the product (3,0)3(0,3):

~p,p!5~0,0!, ~1,1!, ~2,2!, ~3,3!, ~4.9!

of dimensions 1, 8, 27, and 64, respectively. Combining this with Eq.~4.4b! we see that in this
example both kinds of multiplicity labelsm, l, . . . andL are not needed, so all the releva
matrices (plL

(J) ) reduce to single numbers. Comparing Eq.~4.9! with Eq. ~4.4b! we see that
condition ~i! for existence of the diagonal representation is satisfied. Furthermore, sinceI 5I 3

50 for the fiducial vectorc0 in Eq. ~4.7!, the relevant Clebsch–Gordan coefficients reduce to
the isoscalar factors. The necessary coefficients are tabulated in closed form in Ref. 18 a
read off the values needed,

p (3,3)5
8

10
C0022

10
000
64

0022
10 5

&

5A7
,

p (2,2)5
3)

10
C0022

10
000
27

0022
10 5

3)

10A7
,

~4.10!

p (1,1)5
2&

10
C0022

10
000
8

0022
10 5

1

5
,

p (0,0)5
1

10
C0022

10
000
1

0022
10 5

1

10
.

@For simplicity, as in Eq.~4.6!, we have again indicated the relevant SU~3! UIR’s by their dimen-
sionalities, the 10 referring to~3,0!#. As these are all nonzero, condition~ii ! is also satisfied, so we
conclude that in this example the diagonal representation exists.

V. THE HEISENBERG–WEYL GROUP

The last application of our formalism is to the noncompact Heisenberg–Weyl~HW! group,
denoted in this section byG. This will be somewhat heuristic as we shall often use Hilbert sp
vectors subject to delta-function normalization, induced representations whose reductio
UIR’s involves continuous integrals, etc. The main aim is to show the relevance of the nec
and sufficient conditions of Sec. III for existence of the diagonal representation in this situ
which underlies the very important case of ordinary coherent states. While the structureG
~recalled below! is quite simple, its UIR’s and the various Clebsch–Gordan series have
delicate properties. We give a brief account of all these aspects.

Topologically G has the structure ofR 3. Its Lie algebraGI is spanned by three elemen
t j , j 51,2,3, with the Lie bracket relations

@ t1 ,t2#5t3 , @ t1 or t2 ,t3#50 . ~5.1!
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Finite group elements and the composition law and inverses are

aI ,bI PR 3: g~aI !5exp~a2t12a1t21a3t3! ,

g~aI !215g~2aI ! , ~5.2!

g~aI !g~bI !5g~a11b1 ,a21b2 ,a31b31 1
2 ~a1b22a2b1!!.

In a UR or UIR we will write2 iT j ,Tj Hermitian, fort j , so the generator commutation relatio
and unitary operators for finite group elements are

@T1 ,T2#5 i T3 , @T1 or T2 , T3#50 , ~5.3a!

g~aI !→D~aI !5exp~ i ~a1T22a2T12a3T3!! . ~5.3b!

The adjoint action on the generators is

D~aI ! ~T1 ,T2 ,T3! D~aI !215~T11a1T3 ,T21a2T3 ,T3! . ~5.4!

The UIR’s of G are of two types, depending on whetherT3 ~which in any case is a scalar i
a UIR! is zero or nonzero. IfT350, the UIR is one dimensional and is determined by choice
numerical values forT1 , T2 :

D (q0 ,p0), ~q0 ,p0!PR 2: T1
(q0 ,p0)

5q0 , T2
(q0 ,p0)

5p0 , T3
(q0 ,p0)

50 . ~5.5!

On the other hand, forT35cÞ0, by the Stone–von Neumann theorem we have an infin
dimensional UIR onL2(R), acting on Schro¨dinger wave functionsc(q) of a real variableq
PR as follows:

D (c), cÞ0: H (c)5L2~R! ,
~5.6!

T1
(c)5q̂5q , T2

(c)5 p̂52 i c
]

]q
, T3

(c)5c .

Thus there is an R 2-worth collection of inequivalent one-dimensional UIR
D (q0 ,p0), dimH (q0 ,p0)51; and anR-$0%-worth collection of inequivalent infinite-dimensiona
UIR’s D (c), dimH (c)5`. Every UIR is nonfaithful.

In the sequel, whenever there is no danger of confusion, we omit the UIR labels (q0 ,p0) or c
on the generatorsTj .

Turning to the Clebsch–Gordan problem, this is easily analyzed by examining the sums
individual generators of any two UIR’s. There are three cases to consider. The following
results are obvious:

D (q0 ,p0)3D (q08 ,p08)5D (q01q08 ,p01p08), ~5.7a!

D (q0 ,p0)3D (c)5D (c). ~5.7b!

@In the latter case we may in fact appeal to Eq.~5.4!#. In the case ofD (c)3D (c8) we must
distinguish betweenc1c850 andc1c8Þ0. In either case the generators of the product, acting
L2(R 2), are

T15q1q8 , T252 i c
]

]q
2 i c8

]

]q8
, T35c1c8 . ~5.8!

For c1c8Þ0 we switch to the independent variablesQ5q1q8, Q85cq82c8q, so
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T15Q , T252 i ~c1c8!
]

]Q
, T35c1c8 . ~5.9!

We see thatQ8 is totally absent and commutes with all theTj . In casec1c850 we have

T15q1q8 , T252 i cS ]

]q
2

]

]q8D , T350 , ~5.10!

~reminiscent of the EPR situation!, andT1 andT2 form a complete commuting set. From all the
results we see that

D (c)3D (2c)5
**

R 2% dq0 dp0 D (q0 ,p0), ~5.11a!

D (c)3D (c8)5
*

R% dQ8•D (c1c8) , c1c8Þ0. ~5.11b!

In ~5.11a! each one-dimensional UIRD (q0 ,p0) appears once in a continuous fashion; while
~5.11b! the single infinite-dimensional UIRD (c1c8) appears infinitely often in a continuous sens
with Q8 being a continuous multiplicity label. The full set of results for the Clebsch–Gor
problem is thus contained in Eqs.~5.7! and ~5.11!.

Now let us work within a particular UIRD (c) acting onH (c). From the results of the
Clebsch–Gordan problem we see that the spectrum of irreducible unit tensors definable oH (c)

consists only of tensors belonging to the one-dimensional UIR’sD (q0 ,p0), once each in a continu
ous sense for every (q0 ,p0)PR 2. This is becauseD (c)3D (c8) never containsD (c), andD (c)

3D (q0 ,p0) is exactlyD (c). These unit tensors are the familiar HW displacement operators w
are a subset of the unitaryD (c)(aI ) themselves. The displacement operators are

D (c)~a'!5D (c)~a',0!5exp~ i a1p̂2 i a2q̂!, ~5.12!

and for them the~finite form of the! adjoint action is

D (c)~bI !D (c)~a'!D (c)~bI !215eic(a1b22a2b1)D (c)~aI '! . ~5.13!

Therefore for each (q0 ,p0)PR 2 we define the~unitary! unit tensor operator

U (q0 ,p0)5D (c)S q0

c
,
p0

c D . ~5.14!

~For simplicity we avoid the labelc on these operators.! Then from~5.13! we see that they have
the correct transformation property, i.e., they belong to the one-dimensional UIR’sD (q0 ,p0):

D (c)~aI !U (q0 ,p0)D (c)~aI !215ei (a1p02a2q0) U (q0 ,p0)5D (q0 ,p0)~aI ! U (q0 ,p0). ~5.15!

Moreover by familiar calculations, say in a basis of eigenvectors ofq̂, we can verify the trace
orthonormality property in the delta function sense:

Tr~U (q08 ,p08)†
U (q0 ,p0)!52 p c d~q082q0!d~p082p0!. ~5.16!

A general Hilbert–Schmidt operatorA onH (c) can then be expanded as an integral over these
tensors:

A5
**

R 2 dq0 dp0 a~q0 ,p0! U (q0 ,p0),
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a~q0 ,p0!5
1

2pc
Tr ~U (q0 ,p0)†

A!, ~5.17!

Tr~A†A!52pc
**

R 2 dq0 dp0ua~q0 ,p0!u2 .

This is the Weyl representation for operators, and Eqs.~5.15!–~5.17! are the analogs in the prese
case for Eqs.~A13!–~A15! of the compact group case. All these results are available in advan
the choice of a fiducial vector, construction of its generalized coherent states, etc.

Now choose a fiducial unit vectorc0PH (c). From elementary quantum mechanics it
known that every real linear combination ofq̂ and p̂ has a continuous spectrum and hence
normalizable eigenvectors. Therefore the stability groupH0 of c0 is trivial. On the other hand,H
is R @but effectively just U~1!# with generatorT3 ,

c0PH (c) , ic0i51: H05$e% , H5$e2 ia3c, a3PR% . ~5.18!

Thus for anyc0 we have case~b!, and we have to examine the UIR content of the URD (ind,00) of
G induced from the trivial one-dimensional UIR ofH ~namely,T350). To apply the reciprocity
theorem, we have to ask how often each UIR ofG contains the trivial UIR ofH. Clearly each
D (q0 ,p0) contains it once, while eachD (c) does not contain it at all. In other words,

D (ind,00)5
**

R 2% dq0 dp0 D (q0 ,p0), ~5.19!

which matches exactly with the spectrum and multiplicity of irreducible tensor operatorsU (q0 ,p0)

definable onH (c), so condition ~i! is satisfied. As for condition~ii !, since D (c)3D (q0 ,p0)

5D (c), the quantityp (q0 ,p0) of Eq. ~3.20! is just one number~disregarding theNJ0
in the de-

nominator!, and the question is whether it is always nonvanishing—we examine this more di
as follows.

The generalized coherent states and projection operators arising fromc0 are

c~aI !5D (c)~aI !c05e2 ica3D (c)~a'!c0,

r~a'!5c~aI !c~aI !†5D (c)~a'!r0D (c)~a'!† , ~5.20!

r05c0 c0
†.

Under adjoint action we have

D (c)~bI ! r~a'! D (c)~bI !215r~a'1b'!, ~5.21!

andb3 is absent on the right. If we denote the Fourier transform ofr(a') by

r̃~q0 ,p0!5
1

2p

**

R 2 d2a e2 i (a1p02a2q0)r~a'!, ~5.22!

then ~5.21! becomes

D (c)~bI ! r̃~q0 ,p0!D (c)~bI !215ei (b1p02b2q0) r̃~q0 ,p0!5D (q0 ,p0)~bI ! r̃~q0 ,p0!. ~5.23!

Thus eachr̃(q0 ,p0) is a tensor operator of typeD (q0 ,p0), consisting of just one component, so
must be a scalar multiple of the unit tensorU (q0 ,p0). This factor is easily computed by a trac
calculation since by~5.17! the unit tensors are a complete orthonormal~in the continuous sense!
set. An elementary calculation shows that
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Tr~U (q08 ,p08)†
r̃~q0 ,p0!!52p~c0 ,U (q0 ,p0)c0!* d~q02q08!d~p02p08!, ~5.24!

which gives the result

r̃~q0 ,p0!5
1

c
~c0 ,U (q0 ,p0)c0!* U (q0 ,p0). ~5.25!

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the diagonal representation in te
the projectionsr(a') of Eq. ~5.20! is now clear: the fiducial vectorc0 must be chosen so that fo
all (q0 ,p0)PR 2,

~c0 ,U (q0 ,p0)c0!5S c0 ,D (c)S q0

c
,
p0

c Dc0DÞ0,

~5.26!
~c0 ,D (c)~q0 ,p0!c0!5~c0 ,ei (q0p̂2p0q̂)c0!Þ0.

Assuming this condition is satisfied, we can start from the Weyl representation~5.17! for any
~Hilbert–Schmidt! operatorA and obtain from it a diagonal coherent state representation:

A5
**

R 2 dq0 dp0 a~q0 ,p0! U (q0 ,p0)5
**

R 2 dq0 dp0 a~q0 ,p0! c~c0 ,U (q0 ,p0)†
c0!21 r̃~q0 ,p0!

5
**

R 2 d2a f~a'!r~a'!,

~5.27!

f~a'!5
c

2p

**

R 2 dq0 dp0 ei (a2q02a1p0) a~q0 ,p0!/~c0 ,U (q0 ,p0)c0!* .

From Eq.~5.17! we know that for Hilbert–SchmidtA, the functiona(q0 ,p0) is square integrable
overR 2; in relation to this, the nature of the weight functionf(a') in the diagonal representatio
is determined by the factor (c0 ,U (q0 ,p0)c0)* in the denominator.

As an application we consider the case of the usual coherent states obtained when the
vectorc0 is the Fock vacuum or the harmonic oscillator ground state.~Further, for simplicity we
now setc51.) The wave function is

c0~q!5p21/4 e2q2/2, ~5.28!

and a simple calculation gives the displacement operator expectation value needed in Eqs~5.26!
and ~5.27!,

~c0 ,U (q0 ,p0)c0!5~c0 ,ei (q0p̂2p0q̂)c0!5e2
1
4~q0

2
1p0

2
!. ~5.29!

This is indeed everywhere nonzero overR 2, so the condition~5.26! for existence of the diagona
representation is, as expected, obeyed. The decaying exponential factor here means that th
operatorsr̃ (q0 ,p0) provided by the projection operatorsr(a') differ from the normalized unit
tensorsU (q0 ,p0) by similarly decaying factors:

r̃~q0 ,p0!5e2
1
4~q0

2
1p0

2
!U (q0 ,p0). ~5.30!

It is to compensate for this diminishing norm ofr̃(q0 ,p0) as one goes towards infinity in th
(q0 ,p0) phase plane that one finds that the weight functionf(a'), Eq. ~5.27!, has in general the
character of a very singular distribution: the Fourier transform off(a') is ~essentially! the square

integrable amplitudea(q0 ,p0) times the exploding Gaussiane
1
4(q0

2
1q0

2).
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Another interesting choice of fiducial state for diagonal representation has been conside
Haake and Wilkens,19 namely the squeezed vacuum. The family of generalized coherent sta
this case consists of Gaussian pure states squeezed by a fixed amount in a fixed direction
space, the center (q0 ,p0) of the Gaussian being allowed to be located at an arbitrary point in p
space. It is easy to see that in this case^c0uD(q0 ,p0)uc0& is nonvanishing, and the diagon
representation once again exists:

uc0&5S~h!u0&, S~h!5expS h

2
â† 22

h*

2
â2D ,

~5.31!

^c0uD~q0 ,p0!uc0&5^0uS~h!21D~q0 ,p0!S~h!u0&

5^0uD~ehq0 ,e2hp0!u0&5exp~2 1
4 ~e2hq0

21e22hp0
2!! .

Returning to the general result~5.27! wheneverc0 is an acceptable fiducial vector, we ca
appeal to the fact that the Stone–von Neumann UIR of the HW group is square integrab
conclude that (c0 ,U (q0 ,p0)c0) is a square integrable function of (q0 ,p0). Thus this amplitude
must approach zero as we move far away from the origin inR 2. This has the consequence tha
whatever the choice ofc0 @provided ~5.26! holds#, the weight functionf(a') is in general a
distribution, since in its Fourier representation~5.27! the square integrable amplitudea(q0 ,p0) is
dividedby another square integrable amplitude.

We now make a series of statements which help in conveying the content of the con
~5.26! and in forming some~admittedly incomplete! idea of the set of fiducial vectorsc0 whose
generalized coherent states are rich enough to allow for the diagonal representation:

~i! If c0(q) is any Gaussian wave function, then (c0 ,D (c)(q0 ,p0)c0) is clearly a complex
Gaussian in (q0 ,p0), so condition~5.26! is satisfied.

~ii ! If c0 does/does not obey condition~5.26!, then the transform ofc0 by the unitary operator
representing any element of the metaplectic groupMp(2) also does/does not obey conditio
~5.26!. This is because under conjugation by such a unitary operator,D (c)(q0 ,p0) just becomes
D (c)(q08 ,p08) for (q08 ,p08) some linear combinations of (q0 ,p0).

~iii ! If either c0(q) or its Fourier transformc̃0(p) is a function of compact support, the
condition ~5.26! is definitely not obeyed, so the diagonal representation will not exist. Th
because for suchc0 , the quantity (c0 ,D (c)(q0 ,p0)c0) vanishes outside a finite strip parallel
thep0 or to theq0 axis. We can also see that as Fourier transforms of functions of compact su
are entire functions of a certain class, wave functionsc0(q) of this class violate condition~5.26!
quite strongly—indeed their Fourier transformsc̃0(p) are of compact support.

In a purely qualitative manner we can appreciate now that Gaussianc0(q) and compact-
supportedc0(q) @or c̃0(p)] are in some ways diametrically opposite from the point of view
condition ~5.26!. To conclude this section we consider a set of fiducial vector choices w
condition ~5.26! is violated, though only on a set of measure zero in theq0–p0 plane. This will
then mean that in these cases for Hilbert–Schmidt operatorsA we do not have available th
diagonal representation.

Consider the choiceun& for the fiducial vectorc0 , this being thenth excited state of the
harmonic oscillator, forn>1. The resulting generalized coherent states are thedisplaced Fock
states.20 It is known that the matrix element~or better expectation value! needed in condition
~5.26! is essentially a Laguerre polynomial, thus

uc0&5un&:

^c0uD (c)~q0 ,p0!uc0&5e2
1
4~q0

2
1p0

2
!LnS q0

21p0
2

2 D . ~5.32!
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Now, as is well known, the polynomialLn(x) has exactlyn distinct real zeroes in the semi-infinit
interval 0,x,`, hence the condition~5.26! is satisfied except on a discrete infinite sequence
circles in theq0–p0 plane. However, these singularities which are in the finite part of the (q0 ,p0)
plane are not integrable. Therefore we do not have the possibility of the diagonal represe
for the above choices ofc0 .

Recalling condition~5.26! for the existence of the diagonal representation, and the var
examples discussed above, we are led in the Heisenberg–Weyl case to theconjecturethat condi-
tion ~5.26! is obeyed if and only if the fiducial statec0 has Gaussian Schro¨dinger wave function.
This will then mean that apart from the traditional diagonal representation and the Haake–W
diagonal representation there are no other ones for the Heisenberg–Weyl group.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have developed necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of generalized coheren
arising from a UIR of a compact Lie group to possess the property that a diagonal represe
in terms of projections onto these states can be set up for any operator on the Hilbert spac
UIR. This has required combining several structures and properties—harmonic analysis on
spaces, the theory of induced representations, the associated reciprocity theorem, a
Clebsch–Gordan problem and coefficients for the UIR’s of the group under consideration. E
these plays a crucial role in arriving at the complete set of conditions. The explicit exam
involving SU~2!, SU~3! and even the Heisenberg–Weyl group show how our conditions opera
practice, and how we cannot do without any of the ingredients mentioned above. In particul
important to appreciate that the examples where the diagonal representation fails to exist
particularly exotic or contrived; and we can often see in advance those cases where it is bo
be absent.

The comprehensive work of Brif and Mann16 attempts also to exploit the methods of harmon
analysis on coset spaces to tackle the general closely related problems of Wigner distributio
state reconstruction problems. However, in the absence of detailed knowledge of the irred
representation contents of various induced representations ofG, it is easy to miss the fact tha
there are quite stringent conditions to be met before a diagonal representation can exi
particular qualitative points to be made in connection with our approach are: for a given UIRG,
the complete set of irreducible unit tensor operators on the Hilbert space is immediately
prior to construction of any set of generalized coherent states. As one then considers v
choices of the fiducial vectorc0 , one can see that forlarger stability groupsH0 and H, the
corresponding coset spacesS0 andS aresmaller, with the consequence that the set of project
operators onto the generalized coherent states also becomessmaller, and so the diagonal repre
sentation is less likely to exist.

Finally we may mention that the issue of reproducing various marginal probability dist
tions out of a Wigner-type distribution description of density operators has played no role i
considerations. This, the application of our methods to phase space description of quantu
tems, quantum state reconstruction~tomography!, and other aspects of Wigner distributions f
quantum mechanics on Lie groups will be systematically studied elsewhere.

APPENDIX A: NOTATIONS FOR GROUP REPRESENTATIONS, CLEBSCH–GORDAN
COEFFICIENTS, AND UNIT TENSORS

In this Appendix we collect some items of notation and familiar facts concerning the re
sentation theory of compact groups, their Clebsch–Gordan series and coefficients in a gene
involving multiplicity, and the definition and properties of unit tensors. All these are used in
main body of the paper.

We shall deal with a general compact semisimple Lie groupG of dimensionn @except that
U~1! factors will be allowed#, and a generic compact Lie subgroupH of dimensionk,n. The
various inequivalent UIR’s ofG will be labeled by a symbolJ which in general comprises
collection of independent quantum numbers. The space of theJth UIR, and its dimension, will be
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written asH (J) andNJ , respectively. Within the UIR we use the labelM for a complete set of
state labels for an orthonormal basis, denoting again several independent quantum numbe
matrix elements of the UIR matricesD (J) are written asD MM8

(J) (g),g P G. We have

D (J)~g!† D (J)~g!51 on H (J),
~A1!

D (J)~g1! D (J)~g2!5D (J)~g1g2!.

The Peter–Weyl theorem gives us the orthogonality and completeness of these matrix el
taken from all UIR’s ofG. With respect to the translation invariant integration measuredg on G,
normalized to unit total volume, these statements are expressed by

E
G

dgD M9M-
(J8)

~g!* D MM8
(J)

~g!5dJ8JdM9MdM-M8 /NJ,

~A2!

(
JMM8

NJ D MM8
(J)

~g!D MM8
(J)

~g8* 5d~g21g8!,

whered(g) is the invariant Dirac delta function onG with respect todg.
When we consider similarly the complete family of UIR’s of the subgroupH,G, we replace

the above symbols with the following:

g→h , J→ j , M→m , D(J)→D ( j ) , H (J)→H ( j ) , NJ→Nj .

The relations~A2! corresponding toH hold with a normalized integration measuredh, and of
coursej ,m are again in general sets of quantum numbers. In particular one may ask for the
of G in a form, or in a basis, adapted to the reduction with respect toH. In that case, for each
given UIRJ of G, one has to ask which UIR’sD ( j ) of H are contained withinD (J), and each one
with what multiplicity. Then the state labelM within D (J) becomes a triplem jm: j andm are the
UIR and internal state labels forH, while m is an ~orthonormal! multiplicity label which distin-
guishes the several occurrences ofD ( j ) within D (J). If in a particular case the multiplicity is unity
we just setm51. Expressed in such a basis, the representation matrices ofG appear as
D m jm,m8 j 8m8

(J) (g), and wheng P H we have

D m jm,m8 j 8m8
(J)

~h!5dm8m d j 8 j Dmm8
( j )

~h! . ~A3!

Incidentally for the trivial or identity representations ofG or of H we write J50,j 50 respec-
tively, with M5m50 as well.

Now we set up a notation for Clebsch–Gordan coefficients and unit tensor operators, all
for the possibility of multiplicity in the Clebsch–Gordan series, and for the coefficients t
complex in general. Considering the direct productD (J1)3D (J2) of two UIR’s of G, let the UIR
D (J3) be present upon reduction, possibly several times, and introduce an orthonormal labeL to
distinguish its several occurrences. Then, ifCM1

(J1) ,CM2

(J2) are orthonormal bases forH (J1),H (J2),

respectively, for eachL the product vectors

CM3

(J3 ,L)
5 (

M1 ,M2

CM1

J1
M2

J2
M3

J3L
CM1

(J1)
CM2

(J2)
~A4!

transform by the UIRJ3 of G, and for differentL they are orthogonal. Thus the orthonormality
unitarity and completeness relations for the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients are:
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(
M1 ,M2

CM1

J1
M2

J2
M3

J3L CM1

J1
M2

J2

M
38

J38L8*
5dL8L dJ

38J3
dM

38M3
,

~A5!

(
LJ3 ,M3

CM1

J1
M2

J2
M3

J3L C
M

18

J1

M
28

J2
M3

J3L*
5dM

18M1
dM

28M2
.

The statement that for eachL,CM3

(J3L) transforms according to the UIRD (J3) of G leads to

(
M1 ,M2

CM1

J1
M2

J2
M3

J3L D
M

18M1

(J1)
~g! D

M
28M2

(J2)
~g!5(

M38
C

M
18

J1

M
28

J2

M
38

J3L D
M

38 M3

(J3)
~g!, ~A6!

from which follows, using~A5!, the result for the product of any twoD matrices:

D
M

18M1

(J1)
~g! D

M
28M2

(J2)
~g!5 (

LJ3M38M3

C
M

18

J1

M
28

J2

M
38

J3L
CM1

J1
M2

J2
M3

J3L* D
M

38M3

(J3)
~g! . ~A7!

Lastly we consider the Wigner–Eckart theorem, and the definition and properties o
tensor operators within a UIR. A tensor operator of typeJ2 connecting the two UIR’sJ1 andJ3 is
a collection of operators

T M2

J2 :H (J1)→H (J3), ~A8!

obeying the transformation rule

D (J3)~g! T M2

J2 D (J1)~g!215(
M28

D
M

28M2

(J2)
~g! T

M
28

J2 . ~A9!

The matrix elements of such a set of operators between the two sets of basis states in
collection of reduced matrix elements labeled by the Clebsch2Gordan multiplicity labelL and
accompanied by corresponding Clebsch2Gordan coefficients:

~CM3

(J3) , T M2

J2 CM1

(J1)
!5(

L
CM1

J1
M2

J2
M3

J3L* ^J3iTJ2iJ1&L. ~A10!

The occurrence of the complex conjugate of the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients is to be note
can then expressTM2

J2 explicitly as

T M2

J2 5 (
LM1M3

CM1

J1
M2

J2
M3

J3L* ^J3iTJ2iJ1&L CM3

(J3)
CM1

(J1)†
. ~A11!

Within a given UIRD (J0) of G on H (J0), Eq. ~A11! leads to the definition of a complete s
of unit tensor operatorsUM

JL as follows:

UM
JL5 (

M0M08
CM0

J0
M
J

M
08

J0L*
C

M
08

(J0)
CM0

(J0)† , ~A12!

where we have chosen specially simple values for the reduced matrix elements. These unit
obey, as a particular case of~A9!:

D (J0)~g! UM
JL D (J0)~g!215(

M8
D M8M

(J)
~g! UM8

JL . ~A13!
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One can also easily establish their trace orthogonality:

Tr~UM8
J8L8†

UM
JL!5

NJ0

NJ
dL8L dJ8J dM8M . ~A14!

Therefore any operatorA on H (J0) is uniquely expressible in the form

A5 (
LJM

aM
JL UM

JL,

~A15!

aM
JL5

NJ

NJ0

Tr~UM
JL†A! .

In Sec. III we have used such formulas in a basis adapted toH.

APPENDIX B: INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS ON COSET SPACES AND RECIPROCITY
THEOREM

Here we outline the construction of induced UR’s ofG starting from UIR’s ofH, and the
reciprocity theorem which tells us in detail the irreducible contents of such UR’s ofG. A direct
construction of a class of UR’s of a semidirect product ofG by a certain A´ belian group~similar
to the Euclidean and Poincare´ groups! proves practically useful in this context.

1. The inducing construction

The UIR D ( j )(h) of H is defined on the Hilbert spaceH ( j ) of dimensionNj . Consider
functionsf:G→H ( j ) satisfying the following~right! covariance law underH:

g P G→f~g!PH ( j ) ,

f~gh!5D ( j )~h21! f~g!, ~B1!

fm~gh!5(
m8

Dm8m
( j )

~h!* fm8~g! .

~We avoid using lettersc, C for these vector valued functions onG since they have been used
the main text with specific meanings.! We now define an~left! action byG on suchf:

~U~g!f!~g8!5f~g21g8! . ~B2!

The representation property is obvious, and so also the compatibility of the condition~B1! and the
action ~B2!, i.e., the latter respects the former. LetS5G/H be ~as in the text! the space of right
cosets inG with respect toH, and let,(q) be a choice of~local! coset representativesS→G.
Then it is clear that the independent information in af obeying~B1! is contained in its values a
coset representatives:

q P S: f0~q!5f~,~q!! . ~B3!

On these the action byG is easily computed

U~g!f5f8:



at the

el in
UR of

g

f08~q!5f8~,~q!!5f~g21,~q!!5f~,~g21q! ,~g21q!21 g21,~q!!

5D ( j )~,~q!21g ,~g21q!! f0~g21q!,

f0,m8 ~q!5(
m8

Dmm8
( j )

~,~q!21 g,~g21q!! f0,m8~g21q!. ~B4!

We can now formally define the Hilbert space for these wave functions, in such a way th
operatorsU(g) are unitary. We use the following notation:

L2~S,H ( j )!5H f0~q! P H ( j ) U q P S, if0i25E
S
dm~q!~f0~q!, f0~q!!H ( j ),`J .

~B5!

Heredm(q) is theG-invariant normalized volume element onS, and it is obvious that unitarity of
D ( j ) leads to unitarity ofU(g). This UR ofG is said to be induced from the UIRD ( j ) of H, and
we will denote it asD (ind,j ) ~the dependence onH being left implicit!. Combining Eqs.~B4! and
~B5! we see that we can introduce an~ideal! orthonormal basisuq,m& for L2(S,H ( j )) with these
properties:

f0,m~q!5^q,muf0& ,

^q8,m8uq,m&5d~q8,q!dm8m, ~B6!

U~g!uq,m&5(
m8

D m8m
( j )

~,~gq!21g,~q!!ugq,m8& .

This can be viewed as a standard Wigner form for the URD (ind,j ) of G.
Now the main question is: how often does the UIRD (J) of G occur in the URD (ind,j ) of G,

and in case there is nontrivial multiplicity is there a natural way to choose a multiplicity lab
an orthonormal manner? To answer these, we turn to a convenient construction of a Master
a certain semidirect product groupG involving G, originally studied in the context of stron
coupling theory.21,22

2. The group G and the CGS construction

Choose some UIRD (J0) of G ~obeying a condition to be given later! and consider a groupG
defined as the semidirect product ofG by an Ábelian partP(J0) whose generators belong toD (J0).
It is convenient to express the structure ofG partly in finite form~the G part! and partly in terms
of infinitesimal generators~the Ábelian part!. Thus we look for unitary operatorsŪ(g),g P G,
and additional~possibly non-Hermitian! operatorsPM0

(J0) obeying the relations

Ū~g8!Ū~g!5Ū~g8g!,

Ū~g!PM0

(J0)Ū~g!215(
M08

D
M

08M0

(J0)
~g!P

M
08

(J0)
, ~B7!

@PM0

(J0) , P
M

08

(J0)
or P

M
08

(J0)†

#50.

These relations defineG, and the analogy to the structures ofE(3) or the Poincare´ group is
evident; therefore we can refer to thePM

(J0) as momenta.

0
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We now set up a solution to these relations on the spaceH (reg)5L2(G,C) of the regular
representationD (reg) of G. We introduce ideal basis vectorsug& obeying

^g8ug&5d~g21g8! . ~B8!

Choose now some numerical~possibly complex! valuespM0

(J0) as possible eigenvalues of thePM0

(J0) ,

and defineŪ(g),PM0

(J0) on the basis ketsug& P H (reg) by

Ū~g!ug8&5ugg8&,
~B9!

PM0

(J0)ug8&5~D (J0)~g8!* p(J0)!M0
ug8&.

One can verify thatŪ(g) are unitary, and that all the relations~B7! are obeyed, so we have he
a certain master UR ofG uniquely specified by the choice ofp(J0). The basisug& is one in which
the momenta are all simultaneously diagonal, and this is the essence of theCGSconstruction.

This UR ofG can be analyzed in two interesting ways by using two separate bases forH (reg).
On the one hand, we can exploit the orthogonality and completeness of the UIR’s ofG as
expressed by Eq.~A2!, and so introduce a basisuJMN& defined and behaving as follows:

uJMN&5NJ
1/2E

G
dg D MN

(J) ~g!* ug&,

^J8M 8N8uJMN&5dJ8JdM8MdN8N, ~B10!

Ū~g!uJMN&5(
M8

D M8M
(J)

~g!uJM8N&.

In this basis in which the regular representation ofG is fully reduced, we can exploit the infor
mation given in Appendix A to show that the matrix elements of the momentaPM0

(J0) have the

following form:

^J8M 8N8u PM0

(J0) uJMN&5ANJ

NJ8
(
LN0

pN0

(J0)CM
J

M0

J0
M8
J8L* CN

J
N0

J0
N8
J8L. ~B11!

This means that the reduced matrix element ofP(J0) with multiplicity label L is @see Eq.~A10!#.

^J8N8iP(J0)iJN&L5ANJ

NJ8
(
N0

pN0

(J0) CN
J

N0

J0
N8
J8L . ~B12!

We will use this in a moment.
The other way to exploit the CGS construction~B9! is to pass to a description in terms of

coset space. At this point we assume that the stability group of the numerical momentumpM0

(J0) is

the subgroupH,G:

h P H: D (J0)~h!* p(J0)5p(J0) . ~B13!

Thus the condition on the choice of the UIRJ0 of G while constructingG is that H (J0) must
contain ~at least! one H-scalar state. We then express a generalg8 P G as the productg8
5,(q)h of a coset representative and a subgroup element:
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ug8&5uq,h) ,
~B14!

~q8,h8uq,h!5d~q8,q! d~h21h8! .

Then Eq.~B9! appears as

Ū~g!uq,h)5ug,~q!h&5u,~gq!,~gq!21g,~q!h&5ugq,,~gq!21g,~q!h),
~B15!

PM0

(J0)uq,h)5~D (J0)~,~q!!* p(J0)!M0
uq,h).

The key point is that in the last relation the eigenvalues of the momenta are independenh,
precisely because of Eq.~B13!. To arrive at basic states behaving in the Wigner form~B6! under
Ū(g) we just have to exploit the regular representation ofH in the same way as we did forG in
Eq. ~B10!. So fromuq,h) we pass touq, jmn&,

uq, jmn&5Nj
1/2E

H
dh Dmn

( j ) ~h!* uq,h),

~B16!
^q8, j 8m8n8uq, jmn&5d~q8,q!d j 8 jdm8mdn8n.

In this basis we find

Ū~g!uq, jmn&5(
m8

Dm8m
( j )

~,~gq!21g,~q!!ugq, jm8n&,

~B17!
PM0

(J0)uq, jmn&5~D ( j 0)~,~q!!* p(J0)!M0
uq, jmn&.

All the operators ofG, both Ū(g) andPM0

(J0) , conserve the quantum numbersj andn. So if these

are kept fixed, and onlyq andm are allowed to vary, we see that we have exactly recovered
~B6!. This shows that theCGS UR of G corresponding to apM0

(J0) with stability groupH,G

contains each induced URD (ind,j ) of G exactlyNj times.
On the other hand, we can link up now to the results~B10! in the basisuJMN& by adapting the

choice of labelsM ,N,... to reduction with respect to the subgroupH. As described in Appendix
A, this makesM ,N... into triplesmkm,n jn,..., andthen Eq.~B10! and ~B12! become

Ū~g!uJ mkm n jn&5 (
m8k8m8

D m8k8m8,mkm
(J)

~g!uJ m8k8m8 n jn&,

~B18!

^J8 n8 j 8n8iP(J0)iJ n jn&L5d j 8 jdn8nANJ

NJ8
(
n0

pn000
(J0) Cn jn

J
n000
J0

n8 jn
J8L .

There are as many independent components top(J0) as there areH-scalar states inD (J0). So while
Ū(g) conserven jn,PM0

(J0) conserve onlyj andn, but not the multiplicity labelsn8 andn. Real-

izing that from the original basisug& for H (reg) we have arrived in two ways, via the sequenc
ug&→uJMN&→uJ mkm n jn& and ug&→uq,h)→uq, jmn&, at two alternative bases for the sam
UR of G, in which the actions byŪ(g) and PM0

(J0) are, respectively, given by Eq.~B18! and Eq.

~B17!, we come to the following conclusions:

Sp~ uJ mkm n jn&uJ mkmn varying, jn fixed)5Sp~ uq, jmn&uq,m varying, jn fixed) ,
~B19!
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and the corresponding subspace ofH (reg) carries exactly once the induced URD (ind,j ) of G.
Comparing this with the reduced matrix element result~B18! we then see that this UR ofG
contains the UIRD (J) of G as often asD (J) contains the UIRD ( j ) of H, which is the reciprocity
theorem; the indexn catalog~in an orthonormal way! these several occurrences ofD (J).

We appreciate that in the final statement of the reciprocity theorem the representationD (J0)

and the momentaPM0

(J0) have disappeared; they play only an intermediate role in the CGS

struction and in recognizing that we have two equally good bases for the Hilbert space carry
UR D (ind,j ) of G.
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